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During the period of 1710 to 1750 the natives developed and popularized a small form of tea. That tea is known as smoky black tea. Chinese female slaves wove the small black and white dyed woollen grass cloth-; which was used to clothe the armies; this silk was first worn by the Chinese General Jiang Wu during the 15th century. ... Chinese history History[edit]. The history of China spans a
period of over two thousand years. Modern history of China begin with the Sui and Tang Dynasties. China's modern name was changed from "Kingdom of China" to "China" in 1912. ... Chinese geography Geography of China[edit]. The People's Republic of China is a nation state in East Asia. It is the world's most populous and second-largest country by area, after Russia. China has a land area

of 9,633,900 square kilometres (3,824,177 square miles). It is bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the west, Russia and Mongolia to the north, North Korea and. ... Chinese culture Culture of China[edit]. China has a highly developed culture and its ethnic majority is made up of many minority ethnic groups. It has a unique style of calligraphy, which is well known throughout East Asia. Other
unique aspects include music, chess, and the Chinese medicine of acupuncture and. ... Chinese education Education in China[edit]. China has committed to developing a system of free public primary and secondary education by 2020. The education system in China is the most thoroughly graded system of its kind in the world. Different levels of schools are designed to educate each student of a
particular age group.. ... Chinese language Language of China[edit]. Chinese is the written and main language of the People's Republic of China. It is widely spoken in Chinese communities abroad, and in Chinese-speaking areas within China. ... Chinese science Science in China[edit]. China is a leader in scientific research, with the world's second-largest economy behind Japan. China is also a

member of the United Nations and an elected member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) since 2001. ... Chinese technology Technology in China[edit]. China is a world leader in industrial production and has become a major competitor in technological innovation and industrial development. Despite modernization, China still. ... Chinese philosophy Philosophy in 3e33713323
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